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Courttoom-.. "
drama sets
the standard .

VOLUME 34

November 6,

"Inherit the Wind" has stood
for many years as a classic
.drama of electrifying style.
The play at The Rep is a won·
derful representation of this
powerful courtroom drama.
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See Page 6.
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Marijuana debate
lights up UMSL

.,'

B~ C'HARLIE BRIGHT

staff writer

Student's essay
wins him $3,000
scholarship
When financ~ · instructor Ed
Lawrence came into senior
Bradley Spillman's treasury
management class to tell, him
he won the AFP National Essay
Contest, Spillman was thrilled.
"It was one of the best reasons
for getting pulled out of class,"
he said • .

RIEI;:S

Darren BruneI The CUTrimt

The Nosh, the old underground, is the new place to eat on campus due to its recent opening this
past Monday.

In loving me,nory
Chancellor Blanche Touhill
and the mathematics and
computer science dePJlrt- .
ment invite the .;;rt;re campus communjty to take part
in "A Tribute in Memory of
Professor Edward Z.
Andalafte." Andalafte, who
was well loved by faculty
and students, passed away
earlier this year. The tribute
will be held at 7 p.m . on
Thursday, Nov. 16 in the
Century Room of the
Millennium Student Center.
Those planning to attend art?
asked to RSVP by calling 5165789.

UMSL scholars to

behimored
The annua l Scholarship
Recognition will be heIdi at
4:30 p.m. on-Wednesday,
Nov. 8, in the Century Hall of
the Mill~nnium Student
Center. If you plan to attend,
please RSVP by c<;Illing ~16~
5789.
-

BY TONY PELLEGRINO
.. . .. . ... .. ... ....... . . .. ... . . . . . . H
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staff writer
The Millennium Student Center
officially opened to students' on
Tuesday, Nov. 1, with the move of
Food Services to the new building.
The Nosh, which will retain the same
hours as The Underground, is now the
major food outlet on campus. Located
00 the first floor of the Studeot Center,
the Nosh serves salads, deli sandwiches, pizza and pasta, grilled foods, and,
depending on the day, foreign fare like
Chinese or Mexican. The other food
option in the building, Aroma's
Bakery, has been open the past coltple
of weeks on the second floor. Aroma's
serves sandwiches, soups, coffee and
pastries, and will be open during all

opernriug hOllIS of the building.
•
The Student Center \vill be open
from ·7 a.m. Wltil midnight Monday
through Thursday, providing somewhere for students and faculty to stay
on campus after classes during the
week. The weekend hours are 7 s-m. to
9 p.m on Friday, 7:30 a,m. to 9 p.m
on Saturday, and noon to 9 p.m. on
Sunday. All study lounges l)I1d common areas will be open during these
hours. In addition, any time that the
building is open, food will be available.
The new location ofthe University
Bookstore, which is now open, features extended hours, staying open
until 9 p.rn. during the week, Friday
Wlm 5 p.m. , Saturday 7:30 am. to 1
p.m, and Sunday noon to 5 p.m As an

Soul music of a different kind...

incentive to come visit the new bookstore, there are daily door prizes for
just stopping by throughout the month
of November.
Students seem excited about the
opening of the building, which some
have begun calling 'The Len" for
short. Many feel it \vill bring a sense of
community to campus.
Graduate physics student Adam
Tournier said, "I am very pleased with
the atmosphere and the quality of the
food at 'The Len'." Transfer junior
Sarah T. Oark summed upber feelings
about the Student Center by saying.
'''Thelen' rocks! "
The official grand opening of the
Student Center is scheduled for Nov.
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Last Thursday, the University of
Missouri-St Louis hosted a debate
on the legalization of marijuana.
This debate drew a crowd of enthusiastic and curious students.
Introduced 'by UPB President
Jackie Anderson, Peter Bensinger
and Allen St. Pierre took the stage
debating the pros and'cons of the use
and legalization of marijuana.
Bensinger, a fom1er head of the Drug
Enforcement Agency, began with 20
minutes of exposition on why marijuana legalization is a bad idea, and
.' why current laws should be supported.
''I appreciate the opportunity of .
being invited to UMSL to share my
views with you," Bensinger told the
audience. The crowd of aroWld 100
people were largely Ul1responsive to
the views he expressed. He began
with a statistic, saying that most high
school seniors interviewed claimed
to have been offered the drug by the
. age of 13. This use among children
(unsupported even by St. Pierre's
organization) was a danger, he
claimed, to the future of An1erica
One of Bensinger's main points
of contention was drug testing in the
workplace. He contended that this
was both legal and an important tool
for employers (the view upheld by
the Supreme Court). After asking
who in the audience would be subjected to a drug test in the next year,
he was unsur,prised a majority of
attenaees said tfiey wol1ld_ Bensmger
also said that there were new tes
available, including blood, hair, and
even sweat testing, to detect the
recent use of marijuana and to discourage the use of devices sold to
allow marijuana users to beat urine
tests.
'THC [the active ingredient in
marijuana] is fat soluble," BeIL~inger
explained. "What part of the body do
you think has the most fat in it?"
After one enthusiastic opponent in
the first row bent deeply at the waist,
and indicated his opinion on the fattest part, of the body, Bensinger
explained that it was, ill fact, the
brain. Unlike alcohol, which is water
soluble and leaves the body relatively quickly, traces of THC can remain
in the brain for long spans of tin1e.
The .
Food
and
Drug
Administration approved synthetic

THC for medical use, but has never .
condoned the Lise of marijuana.
According to Bensinger, other drugs
(like Zofran) work better for every
mown condition treated by marijuana, including glaucoma. He said that
allowing voters to decide on the safety oflegalizing marijuana was a bad
idea when the FDA had a collective
professional opinion.
"Experts ought to determine what
substances should be used as medicine," he said. "I don't think anybody can pick and choose what laws
they want to follow."
Allen St. Pierre came to the podium cheered as a hero. The NORML
(National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws)
Foundation Executive Director,
commanded the stage and applauded
Bensinger for standing up for what
he claimed was an Wlpopular opinIOn.
Pierre's attacks on marijuana legislation began with an explanation of
the history of laws regarding the
drug in the United States. He
c aun@' thariil a mlllUte aila 15 sec-onds of debate in Congress in 1937,
the drug began its fall in the U.S .
Like alcohol is today, mmijuana was
intended to be legal, he said, only the
stamps indicating that proper taxes
have been paid (as seen on alcohol
and tobacco products) were simply
never issued.
He claimed that early marijuana
use in the U.S.
predominantly
among Mexican immigrmlts and
black jazz players, and that legislation was racially motivated against
the drug for that reason. The St
Louis audience was very receptive to
this attack on current marijuana legislation, and went on to say that current an'ests are racially disproportionate. In St. Louis last yem'; there
were 180 arrests per 100,000

was
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Grinze stats posted on zuebsite

UMSL c rim e rates lowest
I n U ___ System, police say
III

Lecture spotlights
South -4frlca

BY ibtASHAD PITTMAN

..... ·,.... ..-..·."'...... ··.·u. . ...·.....·...... ··.._...... ........... ,.
·. ~

staff loriter

Shelia Sisulu, South
African ambassador to the United States, will discuss
"AIDS, Poverty and Econ:omic
Developmentin South
Africa " at 8 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 9 in the .
Summit Lounge _of the
University Center. Admission
is free but those planning to
attend are asked to RSVP by
calling 516-7299.
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Members of the Brazilian music group Anima .perform last
Monday In the Millennium Student .Center. "Anima" is a Latin
word which means "soul." Students, faculty, and staff were
able to enjoy th~ music throughout the. .d ay thanks to the
efforts of eight different campus departments.

A website sponsored by the Office
of Postsecondary Education of the
U.S. Department of Education shows
that UMSL is a safe campus, with
crime rates consistent over the past
three years.
The OPE Campus Security
Statistics Website displayS' criminal
offenses for over 6,000 colleges and
universities. The website was set up to
help potential. students to research
crime rates on college campuses.
'There hasn't been a large fluctuation of any offenses," said Bob
Roeseler, chief of police .
UMSL reported four robberies and
two aggravated assaults since 1997.
The site shows l3 burglaries occurred
on campus last year, six in the residence halls.
.
. Two forcible sex offenses committed in the halls were ~ reported, one
in 1997 and one in 1998. on-campus
motor vehicle thefts in 1998 Were the
highest in the past three years, at 11,
"The majority of crimes are thefts
of personal items, computers, purses,
wlliJ.ets," said Roeseler. "We don' t
have very ~y burglaiies and ro1:r
beries. Our campus rates are pretty
low. fn fact, we're the lowest in the

Murder I Non.negligent
manslaughter
Forcible sex offenses
Nonforcible sex
Robbery
Aggravated assault
Burglary
Motor vehicle theft
Arson
Negligent manslaughter

[University of] t-.1issouri System"
Roeseler said that UMSL police are
using various strategies to fight the
crime that they do have. Depending on
the crime, officers may use surveillance camera~, sit in unmarked em'S, or
cover the campus by foot, he said.
Roeseler attributes the jump of oncampus burglaries, from three in 1997
to 13 in 1999, to the increase in on-

can1pus housing.
"We didn't have people living on
campus, which is where some of the
burglaries are being committed," he
said.
Roeseler said that the Uni versi ty' s
criIne statistics are compiled "daily,
monthly, weekly" and "have to match
up yearly" with the FBI mld Missouri
Highway Patrol's data.
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Bulletin Board
Monday, Nov. 6
.Library Skills Workshop, part of the
Center for the Humanities' Monday
Noon Series, will be held in Room 229
J. C. Penney until 1 p.m. The workshop is free and open to anyone who
would like to attend. For more information call 5699.

Tuesday, Nov. 7
.Political Science Academy Election
Watch will run from 7: 30 to 10:30
p.m. at the UM - St. Louis Alumni
House, 7956 Natural Bridge Rd. For
more information call 5521.

PUt it on \be Bo&J'd:
all student organizations b.nti
ided f..oo of cbarge .to '
d is 5
15 Bulletin Boord is a service p1'O!I . J'~'.
The Current Events Bill/elm poar ,
The Cuf)'f!TII Etren
an4 divisions. Deadline for summss~ t~.
student organizations and is on
UrriuerstlV de~
.
considerallon 1.5 gIVen to
. t the event.
• !'
trsda}' before puhliau,on. space ' .
~d"tI at [east two weeks prIOr 0 ,
.
p.m. evel} 11n, -served basis We suggest all ~misslons be ~ Louis MO 63121 orfa.'\; 516-6811.
a fi,'St-come, first
:
. 1 l>W Natural Bridge Road, .

·Defend Yourself, sponsored by the
Women 's Center, will be held from 12
to 1 p.m. in Room 126 Millennium
Center. Officer Gary Clark of the UM .
Police Department will demonstrate
self-defense techniques geared
towards WOlJlen. All are welcome to
attend and for more information call
5380.

Thursday, Nov. 9

.Student Social Work Association Will
hold their fTleetings the fIrst and third
Thursday af each· month from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m. in Room 316 Millennium
Student Center.

·Indoor Soccer Leagues begin.
Intramural soccer games will be
played every Wednesday night at the
Mark Twain Gym (Nov. 8 to Dec. 6).

Friday, Nov. 10
.Martin Hayes and Dennis Cahill, with
a special guest appearance by Clare
concerttna champion Gearojd
OhAllmhurain, will perform at 8 p.m .
in the J. C. Penney Auditorium. For
tickets, $15 for adults, '$11 for seniors

• Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation and
reflection, from 12 to 1 p.m. at

Inshirah • Business Manager

A1.8aw....

'

1....... 'o/'IS to' E111I Stre1t1111ii"
Send sttu'rl~
,
.
,-~-"'ecL
othel'Wlse ...........
• Sign-up Deadline for Paintball Rec
.
516 _filles unless
.
AI,l lisPn9S use " p . Trek: Register in the Student
and $7 for students, call the box
Activities Office, 267 University
office at 7299.
Center. It is free to students and
Normandy
United
Methodist
'church,
includes transportation and paintball
8000 Natural Bridge Rd. Sponsored by
.Master Fiddle Class, conducted by
games and gear. Enrollment is limited. ,
Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry.
Martin Hayes, will be held from
All
are
welcome
and
for
more
infor12:30 to 2 p.m. in the J. C. Penney
.Campus Crusade for Christ will hold
mation
call
Chris
Snyder
at
409-3024
Admission is free . Call
Audit.orium.
their weekly Metro meeting so that stuor
Roger
Jespersen
at
385-3000.
7299
for
reservations
and more '
dents can come together for worship,
information.
teaching and fellowship. The meetings

will run from 8 to 9:15 p.m . at Covenant
Seminary. If you need directions to
Covenant, check their website for more
infonnation at www.cccstiouis.com .or
call Julie at 6901.

Wednesday, Nov. 8

.Josh Renaud • Editor-in-Cbief
Brian Douglas • Managing £ditar

'

Judi Lilwille • Faality Mvi.ser
Tom WOI'11bactIer • M uertising DiI:
Prod. Associate

I

DaI'J8l'l BnIne. Photo Director
Anne Porter • Features ,Eduor
Dave Kinworthy • Sports £dilar

. catherine· A&E Editor

Marquis.Homeyer ,

Erik Busc.h ardt • Web Editor
Dana Cojocaru • Business Associate

MarceIus a - • Ad Representa1iue
MutsLmi Igarashi. Photokodate
David ~ • Prod. Mociate
StnMlIIl1el • Prod Associate
VioIeta DimHrova • Copy Editor
nteraA Autry • Proojrea4er

em

Saturday, Nov. 11
·Paintball Ree Trek, a fun and free
program cosponsored by Rec Sports
and Student Activities, will be
held. To participate, sign up in the
Student Activities Office, 267 U
. Center. Enrollment is limited.

Staff Writel'$:

Nick Bowman, Charlie Bright,
Sarah T. Clark, Tony Pellegrino,
Rhashad Pittman, Tim Thompson

Sunday, Nov. 12
.CathoHc Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at7:30 p.m.

8001 Natural Bridge Rd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63121 ,

Newsroom. (311) 516-5174
Advertising. (31 516-5316
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T

he Wrent is ptbtished weekly on
... Morldi!ys. AdII'ef1:IsIng rates avanable
~ ~ Terms, ccndItions and
restrictions apply. The Cu-rent, financed in
part by student activities fees, is net an
afIIda! ptbIIcatlon of ~St. louis. The
Un1verstty is nct responsble for the c0ntent of The Osrent or it5 potides.
Cormient.wy and coIu/T"flS reflect the ~...
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free; all Slbsequent copies, 25 cents,
available at the offices of The C..rent.

Now is y our chance to
get a GREAT JOB!
No other student organization offers as much
as The Current. We have paid positions avail~
able in a variety of fields, like writing, graphic
design, web design, and advertising!
Interested? Call us at 516-5174 and we would
be happy to answer your questions!.

MCMA

U

Millennium Student Center Is Now

OPE

.,

Grand Opening - Nov. 28

November is Student Appreciation Month at tbe
Mil lennium Student (enterz
~

.

•

Festivities All Month
" Swipe your Student ID in the University
Bookstore every day to win prizes. Winners
will be posted at the front of the store. One
swipe per student each day please.

0-

•

,

Millennium Center Hours
Mon-Thur

fri
Sat
Sun

7:00 a.m. - midnight
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
7:30a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

.

'

Food -Services Has Moved
Check out the new Nosh Ditiing Area,
Aroma's Bakery, and the new location
of the Quarters game room.

The follo wing departments have moved to ' the new Millennium Student Center:
Academic Advising
Accessibility Services
Admissions
Associated Black Collegiates
ASUM -St. Louis Chapter
Bookstore
Building Operations

C-Store -- coming soon
Career Services
Cashier's Office
Chatroom
The Current Newspaper
Degree Audit
Evening College

WE

Financial Aid
Fireside Lounge
Food Services -- Nosh Food
Court and Aroma's Bakery
Health Services
Kwik Kopy -- coming soon
OUT!

Quarters Pool & Video Games
Registration
S.T.A.R.S.
Student Activities
Student Court
Student Government
Association

Student Organizations
T;V. Lounges
United Missouri Bank -- commgsoon
University Program Board
Women's Center
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Student's essaywin~ scholarship
BY SARA PORTER

·········. ··spect'al·to·tbe·c-;;;:;.e;;i· . ······. ·..
.

When finance instructor Ed
Lawrence came into senior Bradley
Spillman's treasury ' management
class to tell him he won the
Association of Financial Professionals
(AFP) National Essay Contest,
Spiliman was thrilled.
"It was one of the best reasons for
getting pulled out of class," said
Spillman, a finance major.
The AFP contest was announced in
January by instrl,lctor Bob Sherrill.
"It was offered as extra credit, and
entering the contest was optional,"
Spillman said. "As I far as I know, I
. was .the oDly person in. tli.e class who
entered the.contest."
Spillman submitted his paper on
the current application of technology
to financial management or 'The
Finance Function Goes Online" in
April" and his award was announced
in September.
.
Spillman won a $3,000 scholarship, which he plans to use towards

business school. He will also have his
paper published in an AFP journal and
Will attend the 2000 AFP Conference
Nov. 12-15 in Philadelphia, Pa.
The conference holds particular
interest for Spillman.
"It will be attended by vario\Js people in treasury management like
Charles Schwab, A.G. Edwar~, arid
others," Spillman said.
"Since I will be graduating in
December, I can fill out my applications with them now and keep my
options open," Spillman said.
Spillman hopes that winning this
contest will work towards his g0als in
finance.
"I hope it opens doors to my future
educition, when I move on to graduate schoo!," Spillman said.
Next year's contest will include a
$5,000 scholarship. _ .
'They should go for it," Spillman
said.
.Anyone majoring in finance and
interested in the contest should visit
the AFP'!! website www.afponline.org
for details.

Darren BruneI Tbe Cumml

Senior Bradley SpUlman poses in front of the MUlenium Student Center. Spillman recently won a
$3,000 scholarship in the Association of Financial Professionals National Essay Contest .
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Noon Series offers
.

.

upcoming events
. . . . . ...~~. ~... ~~. ~~~.~~.. ......... .One to. fiocus on Election 2000
staff editor

CNN may not soon come to UM'We try for a diversity of subject
St. Louis to broadcast live. However, matter, but we like to have preseI).ters
through the Monday Noon SeJ:ies, with different e¢nicities, races and
stud~nts can experience iJ;l an intimate
from other countries," Lucas saic;l.. "In
settingllews and information that will general, one of the first programs that
expand their worldviews..
' the Center for Humanities offered
"Electi0ir2000, "Chamber Music was-tbe'MondayNoon Series. In fact,
as
an Academic
Resource," the Monday Noon Series existed
"Miriam's Way: A Story about Nature before the. Center for Humanities."
and Humankind in Eastern Europe',
Chancellor Blanche Touhill gave
and ''Nazi Medicine" are the upcom- the responsibility of making the
ing shows for November.
schedUle to the Center.
'''When the Center for Humanities
Karen Lucas', the coordinator of
the Center for Hurnaruties , has got going, the Chancellor gave us the
planned the Monday Noon Serie.s for opportunity to have the Monday
five years.
Noon Series come out of our office:'
.'We have poetry and different Lucas said.. "It's fun looking for all
kinds of music. We have artists come that variety. I know really how much
and taJk about how they do their work ' fun it is to get in there and to meet [the
and philosophers, all kinds of peo- speakers] in an intimate setting."
pIe," Lucas said.
The audience usually has 30 or 40
Lucas strives to vary the shows, so people,
they appeal to all audiences. For
"You get the chance to ask a poet
speakers, Lucas looks both to faculty
'What did you me<jl by that line?' or
and off-campus resources.
'How did you get that idea?' Not

many of Us get that opportunity anywhere else, , Lucas' said.
Lucas has a particular method to
select what show will be presented
for the Monday Noon Series.
First, she reminds herself of the
various di iplines such as'pOetry, literature, philosophy and history.
Second, she adds a few more. including politics and other time-sensitive
issues. In order to fulfill meeting
these topics, Lucas researches what is
happening around town, like art
openings and theatre performances.
Third. Lucas asks everyone she
knows for suggestions and finally. she
puts together 12 or 13 shows.
"I seek people's advice. I have to,
because I want to have something
fresh and different every semester,"
Lucas said.
The Monday Noon Series takes
Penney. For more
place in 229
information call the Center for
Humanities (314) 516-5699.

J.e.

Workshops give learning opportunity
shops will ~ everything from "Real has gotten a lot of response from the
Literacy" in the Preschool Oassroom the child-oriented community.
to the last workshop on Dec. 2, ''Using
"I have gotten good feedback from
UMSL students on Saturday morn- Stories to get Excited." These topics people who have taken these workings are nonnally doing errands, are .designed to present up-i1Hlate shops in the past The educators have
recovering from the night before, ' information in a hands-on format
found that it raises the level of educa;The Dec. 2 workshop on stories, tion, and it's also a two-way commu- .
watching cartoons and now adding a
workshop series to the weekend of is going to be very interesting and nication level. The teachers tell us
activities. These workshops for Early energizing. The teachers will be able what other prog;ra.ms they need for
thiJ.dhood Educators promise to be a to inject drama into the stories and cre- future use, and we try to provide them
lot more exciting and educational than ate connectors in an entertainlng way with it and keep' them up with educathe adventures of cartoons.
with the kids. This workshop will give . tion standards."
These Continuing Education and preschoolers unusual ' and exciting
In conclusion, these workshops
Outreach workshops have been ways to learn," HicJ.cman said.
benefit all that are involved in them.
These workshops are designed to Everyone from children to educators
around for about seven years.
'The reason why this program was keep educators in the loop with are able to flourish from these new
implemented was because there was a Missouri education ' standards and ways of teaching and learning.
'The benefits are that the increased
perceived need for continuing educa- practice new ways to teach children.
tion opportunities," said Clark Parents and childcare providers will level of professionalism helps when it
Hickman, associate dean of the find these sessions stimulating and comes to children and their [earning,"
enjoyable.
.
College ofEducation.
Hickman said.
For the past seven years, Hickman
Some of the topics of the workBY .JENNIFER DODD

..·..'·· ····sp~~j~i ..,.o· ihe·C~;;.em· · · ·

'Observations'
presents info
on night sky
BY .JENNIFER DO~D

........... ~·eCiaTion;e7::;,rre;it . ·.. ......
- Whnt exactJ_ is Ob ervations
The Fall Night Sky"? It's not a new
Shakespeare play, nor is il a new
movie playing at the TIvoli. It is
actually a noncredit course that
starts Nov. 2 and goes to Dec. 7, and
is open to all community participants.
. "I love astronomy and wea ther,
and I think that a lot of young people have a natural built-in interest
for topics like this . They are going to
learn a lot more about the sciences,
and it is going to bean informal
class," said Richard Schuler,
instructor of the class.
If one worries that this class is
going to interfere with his or her
turkey plans or ftnals, don't, because
the class is going to take a break
during the Thanksgiving holiday
and will end before finals start.
"These classes are not mathematical-based and instead, they focus on
intuitive learning . Hopefully, students are going to get a better perspective of our solar system and
galaxy. I'm hoping the participants
will have fun and learn more about
astronomy," Schuler said.
Imagine looking up at night and
seeing a billion stars around you.
Also, being able to see all the planets and to identify them. Another
part of this Class is taking a field trip.
"We are going to go to a dark
site, hopefully in Troy. The participants will be able to see the night
sky with very little light pollution.
The students are going to learn
about this in the classroom and then
link a visual appreciation to it. They
are going to be able to get a really
good feel of the Milky Way,"
Schuler said.
Participaqts don ' t need to worry

- --"--(l"

beginnings and
und erstandings come
from 'the sky.
-Richard Schuler

---,,--instructor

about being in the hands of a novice
who c an 't tell Jupiter from Pluto.
"This is my first time teaching it
here, but I taught something exactly
like this at University of California
at San Diego. When I taught at that
school, we went to the Planetarium
for our observation on the night sky..
At UCSD there were mountains. and
it was very clear for our night s1..)'
trip," Schuler said.
T,hese lectures are going to incorporate the UMSL's depaItment of
physics and astronomy resource s,
including the observatory. The fee is
$65 a person, but don' t let the fee
hinder anyone interested, because
the rewards of this class go beyond
observing the sky, to learning about
the ~origins of life.
"Life comes from carbon and
when large stars exploded, which is
as important as our life processes.
Our beginnings and understandings
~ome from the s1.)'," Schuler said.
If this sound s like something
interesting , then sign up for the
class, because registration is limited
to only 30 people.
"My first goal is that astronomy
is linked to how the galaxy is
formed, and in turn, I feel that the
participants will gain appreciation
for everything," Schuler said.
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QUOTES .
I'The young man who
has not wept is a sav·
age, and the old man
who will not laugh is a

foot "
.George Santayana
Credit : www. quotablequotes .net

«It's the op,inion of
some that crops could
be grown on the moon.
Whi.ch raises the fear
fha.t it may not be long

before we're paying
somebody not to.'
·Ch..rlie McCarthy
Credit: www.quotablequote5.net

Ge~ting

t he runa · und leaves frustration
·
W

.AND THE POINF Is...
ANNE PORTER

e live in a technologicallyadvanced age. So far, we
can shop without even getting dressed, talk witho).J.t really talking
(e-mail) and work without even seeing
our employerS. And who even knows
what we'll be able to do it in the future.
At the rate technology is increasing, .
someday we'll be able to transcribe our
thoughts to a computer, just by thinking
them. How scary would that be?
With all these advances in the information industry, I think we have lost a
few personal touches.
The most inIportant is a real-life customer seIVice representative and not
someone who was thousand miles
.
away.
On Monday, I w~ paying bills.

In February, before I moved out of since I've had the computer at home, the course of nine months I had to pay
my parents' place, 1 bought a computer. I've paid at least $100 in late fees.
$0.75. This totaled up to $33.
I knew I would not be able to function
So last month, I decided to payoff
I called Best Buy to try to resolve
in any orderly fashion without one, and . just the remainder of the baJance.
this issue. I told the customer service
as I was moving 30 minutes from my . Imagine my surprise when I rep that I no longer \vished to have the
parents' house, it seemed like the be·st received another bill in the mail. At insurance and would like the charge
option, because I could foresee I would first. I thought it was a late fee. I was dropped, since I did not know that this
not drive that long just to type acolumn. ready to call then and tell them what was a separate charge and would not
Best Buy seeme4 the best place to they could do ~vith their late fees.
have signed up for the insurance in the
purchase a computer. So I researched
Instead.. it turned. out to be an insur- first place if I had known this.
and paid for half the compure1:, and put ance plan. I signed up for extra insurHe referred me to the insurance diyithe other half on a charge at no interest ance when I opened the account. I had sion of Best Buy, where I talked to yet
a year.
the understanding that this insurance another person and gave the whole
Little did I know then that Best Buy was included in the payments. It is, if story. That person sent me to a third
makes up for no-interest with late fees. you take the full 12 months to payoff party, because they just picked up my
I can send my payment twO weeks the account
. account in October. Then, after I
before it's due, and it will still be one . Since I opted to pay the whole explained to the .third customer service
day late. For that one day I am assesscxl amount off, I was assessed the fee. For representative my story, I was told
a $25 late fee. Over the eight months every $100 on my account'history over about some premilUll reJ:juest and to call

back Best Buy.
Once again, I called Best Buy and
told them what the last rep had said.
Then, they shipped me off to the insurance department, and I gave them the
request.
They told me they could not drop
the charge, because I signed up for it
If you feel 'like you are reading in
circles, it's because I'm writing in circles and getting more and more frustrated with every turn, without even the
issue being resolved.
So please, read every SentenCe of
aIlything you sign up for, and hopefully,
you will avoid · at least some of this
utterly exhausting and maddening situation. .
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Past plays on the mind
with memorable leads

Students s hould vote
in this crucial elect ion L
This may be the most important
election in quite a while, and some
would say the most boring. That's
unfortunate, because it will probably
keep U.S. citizens away from the voting boot.1Js tomorrow.
These elections are important.
because the candidates we choose to
represent us will have an unprecedented opportunity to make decisions that
will shape the future of our region and
our nation.
Consider this: 200 I is a redistricting year. That means our elected representati yes will redraw the congressional district lines. Because changing
these district lines can shift the balance
of political power, the choices we
make at the voting booth will affect
politics for the rest of the decade.
The candidates in this election have
said a lot about education - as students,
we should be listening, because the
· decisions they make will affect us .
Our next president will probably
appoint several Supreme Court justices. This is important because the
Court interprets the U.S. Constitution.
It holru the power to strike down laws.
An example being touted by both
maj or political parties is abortion.
Many other laws and freedoms are

examined by the Supreme Court every
year: privacy rights, laws affecting
student journalists, disc11mination,
religion.
Ralph Nader, the Green party candidate for president., bas made a push
tills year to capture enough votes to
make his party eligible for federal
campaign funds in the next election
cycle. If he is successful, the Green
party will have taken a giant step
toward becoming a legitimate challenger to the Republican and
Democrat stranglehold on Americ;m
politics.
The news media has frequently
reported that students say George W.
Bush and AI Gore aren't talking about
issues that matter to them So why not
consider other candidate;;;? Have you
heard of Nader" What about Pat
Buchanan of the RefoIDl party, HaIry
Browne of the Libertarian party, or
John Hagelin of the Natural Law
party? In Missouri, there are seven
candidates for governor, not just two.
There is so much at stake. It's time
for students to think about the future.
What do you believe? What is important toyou? Decide those things, then
choose the candidates who .reflect
your beliefs and vote fur them.

The'ifsue:
Wit h the elections tOmQrrow, everyone wilt be
faced with an lmportant
decision J to vote or not to
vote. The decisions made
will affect the coming
years.

We ~uggest;
Get the i nformation about
each candidate, know

who is running for what
and decide who wilt best
reflect t he views and
beliefs af the state and
the country.

So what do you think1
Write a lette r to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.

Drug w a r needs new strategy
Last week the UMSL campus ho t- filling up wbile the fourth amendment
ed a debate over the legalization of lights of our citizens are flagrantly viomarijuanna. We will not rehash that lated, but for the deale it's business
d\!bate here, other than to say that as usual. Th supply keeps pouring in
while we are interested in the possible despite the valiant efforts of law
benefits of legalization, we are very enforcement
caUtiOLI about what repercussions it
The reason that supply is so abunmight have. Marij uanna has long been dant is because the demand is so high,
regarded as a gateway to the abuse of and if we really want to win this war
other, more harmful drug .. and it is not we are going to have to re-evaluate our
clear what would happen if that sub- strategy. Even enforcement agen nre
stance were to be given legal sanction. saying that enforcement alone cannot
Any uch decisions must be weighed solve the problem, that we must look
. D r other answers. The traditional
very carefully.
The point we would like to take up alternative to enforcement has been
is the apparent failure of what has been education. Education strategie.s were
allei;l ' 'the war on drugs ." Each year favored 'for a number of years before
law enforcement agenci c nfi ' cate they seemed LO fall out of favor a they
thousands of pound of narcotic , but were replaced by a "get tough, crack
thousands more till get through. down" mentality. In the mean time,
Analysts say even the most successful education seems to have taken a back
bus t never show up in real terms on seat. But bow effective has tbis new
the street. There is always someone approach been?
As usual politics complicates
else willing to provide the drugs.
Meanwhile, our jails and prisons are everything, making it hard to get a
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clear answer. Education was favoured
during much of the 1980' s, taking
forms like the DARE to keep kids off '
drugs campaigns. But discussing the
80' is a bit tricky when so many peopl.e seem to base thejr as ' sments of
the successes and failures of the
decade on whether or not one supported Ronald Reagan. Whatever one's
political sentiments, the education
campaigns did have an effect in society.
Movies,
televi ion,
and
videogames resounded with anti-drug
entiments. Villians were usually drug
dealers, and the catch phrase "just say
no" was everywhere. And it ~eemed to
work. Drug use went on the decline
during the 198 b' . Enforcement
played a vital role, but more vital still
was the creation of a culture which did
not approve of drug use. It is this culture war that we must win if we are to
take serious steps towards reducing
drug use in this country.

LETTERS

Reader takes issue luith editor's column
Last week, The Current's editorin-chief Josh Renaud made in his editorial an obviously anti-Catholic statement by calling Halloween a pagan
holiday. Well, Mr. Renaud seems to
be just another in a long line of radical
· Protestants, who have persisted in
attacking Roman Catholics by associating Catholic holidays with satanic
rituals .and by associating the Pope
with the devil.
Fact: Halloween, does not mean
the Great Feast of the Dweller of the
Dark Pit, it means the Eve of All
Saint's Day. Fact: The usage of 'devilish' fright-ma~ks, waS conceived by
the Church dUling the Middle Ages as
a way for the superstitiouS populace

to scare off believed 'demons,' who
(according to Celtic! Gallo-Roman
myth which still existed) wanted to
steal the proceeds of the Fall' harvest
(which happened in October).
True, Mr. Renaud was unfortunately raised by misinfonned and
biased parents, true he will (and has a
right to) believe in certain religious
principles; nevertheless, he does not
have the right to use his position in a
PQblic newspaper to express any
ethno-religious superiority, as well as
inventing made-up holidays to
replace religious ones.
True, one would think, as a socialist, I should be indifferent to religious '
issues; While I am anti-clerical (sep of

church and state), I am not true to the
typical Marxist anti-religious repertoire. Indeed, true de-centralized
democratic non-industrial communism (which I'm for) comes from the
Neo-Platonic Catholic ideas of -great
thinkers such as Sir Thomas Moore.
Therefore, ifMr. Renaud is attacking Catholicism, then logic says that
he is attacking farmers and democrats
as well. Therefore, I will ask Mr.
Renaud to make a public apology,
otherwise I urge students to demand
Mr. Renaud's resignation.
Oh, by the w'ay, vote for Nader.
Vote For Nader. Vote .F or Nader.

.- Robert C. Montague IT

Campus life calls for increase in student activity
The fIrst pri0I1ty of every plan to
rejuvenate downtown St. Louis calls
for more people to live there.
S inlllarly, oW" first priority in promoting campus life should be to attract
more residents.
What are we going to do with the
Ie. Penney center? Why not renovate
it into a residence hall on main campus, or even tear it down to build a new

residenCe hall? Why not tear dOwn the
decrepit, ex-convent South Campus
Residence Hall and build a real residence hall in its pla~? We also need to
attract students from . outside the
314/618 area codes to fill the new
halls.
So let's continue to improve this
campus. The new Millennium Student
Center js great., but now we need to

take the next logical step. I guarantee
you that if more students live on campus, there will be an increased actiyjty
in campus activities, and more commuters will then deCide to take part in
the more popular student actiyjties.
The results: a fuller college experience
and a better reputation for UMSL . ..
-Jeff Griesemer

ast week, I returned to myoId regretting never even trying out
. So, I tried out for ·'Scapino." I
high school, Hazelwood West,
to see the fall play, "A prayed about it before I did it, giving
it up to God.. I knew if He wanted me
Midsummer Night's Dream."
West has traditionally had a terrif- to make it, I would be in.
Try-Quts were very easy. Wben I
ictheater program. This year they
decided to break the mold and do a started reading the lines, it was like
modem version of that classic the fear washed away. I felt like I was
Shakespearean plaY. The sets ranged back where I belonged.
I didn' t get a part.
from psycliedeJic to idyllic, the costumes from hippy ' to gangster to
I went home afteI the cast list was
Backsueet Boys. It
posted, disappointed,
but feeling good
was a fun sho~, all the
way around.. "
about trying out.
Going back to
Several. weeks
West reminded me of
later, 1 received a
a show from the fall of
phone· call from the
1998,
called
student director of
«Scapino." I was
the play. One of the
i,ilVolved in that show,
lead.<; had dropped
and it changed my life.
out of the play. He
wanted to la).ow if l' d
One thing I should
establish is that I
be interested in trybounced around a lot
ing out again.
JOSH RENAUD
Somehow,
I
of different schools. In
.. . ... -.- ... .... .- ..... --... -.. ... .
junior high, I attended
ended up getting that
editor-in-chief
a . small Christian
role. "Scapino" was
schooL and was involved in drama a physical comedy, and my character
classes there. My freshman year of "Geronte" got to push people around,
high school, I attended an even get tied up in a sack, and yell memosmaller Christian school, and was rable lines like "What the devil was
involved in similar stuff. The entire he doing onboard that boat?') I spent
weeks memorizing the lines and
school had 60 students.
My sophomore year, I transferred coming to practice and rehearsals. It
to West, and what a change of was the biggest mle I'd ever had in
scenery it was. West had thousands my life.
of students, a mammoth auditorium,
My self-coniidence soared during
and a dizzying array of sports fields. the four nights we pert0rrned the
play. I got a lot of support from
In short, I was overwhelmed.
I put off trying out for any plays. friends and family. Being on stage
Mostly I was intimidated by the size just felt right for me, it energized me.
of the auditorium and by the caliber
Amazingly, because of the play, 1
of the people who performed ip it I was a,ked to take a' tiny part in a
figured there was no way I could Rodney D. Young television commatch up. My sophomore and junior mercial that aired throughout that
years passed, ana I couldn't muster winter.
the courage to try out.
It's amazing the memories tbat
In the fall of my senior year, I come flooding back -when you remirealized that I was running out of nisce. And it's also amazing the
chances. There would only be two opportunities we sometimes miss,
just because we're afraid. .
more plays. I didn't want to graduate
~

by

L

iberal arts has become some- through four years of college'~thout
thing of a Q.irty word these ever learning a word of Latin.
days, Majoring in tangible RhetUI1c. once the centerpiece of
"fields like engineering, computer education, has been largely discaI'dscience, or business administration ed as the province of corrupt politiis accepted by society. The humani- cians. I find this particularly disties, such as art, music, or literature, heartening; the ability to express
draw a few jaded chuckles from the oneself in both verbal and· written
so-called real world, but they can of communication ought to be one of
course retaliate with a bit of cultural our main goals.
Math is a kind of shorthand for
snobbery, and thus hold their own.
Liberal arts used to be the definition the language of the universe while
sciences like physics
of higher education,
and chemistry map
but now someone
out the physical prinseeking a general
ciples it- follows.
studies degree is
likely to be viewed
Biology studies life
itself.
as overly intellectual
and out of I£>uch
History gives US
with reality. What
an open book to
happened?
learn from the mistakes of all who went '
A large part of
the change can be
before us instead of
tied to developments
having to make them
in the workplace. As
for ourseives while
more and more
humanities such as
employers n<warded .
BR~~.I\I ...~~~.~.~~ ... art, music, and literamanaging editor
. ture let us express
or required college
degrees,
students.
ourselves in other
have flooded into universities and ways.
Philosophy and theology sbape
campuses like ours have grown to
meet the demand. It's a wonderful our thoughts, giving meaning to it all
opportunity for us as a society to and ansWers to those nagging "why"
. become more educated, but some- f.J.uestions: Why am I here? Why do
where along the way, our idea of the we exist? Why do English majors
university changed from place of still have to take math?
higher education to something more ,.
There's really no room ' to leave
akin to job training, and the love of any subject out. I haven't even menlearning for learning's sake has tioned business, foreign languge,
increasingly been replaced by an x, sociology, or others.
y, z checklist as students ask how
My.point is not to fault students,
much more will ·they make if they who are busy struggling to get
get their Masters or PhD.
through, or the University, which has
As students, we often feel like we given us broad freedom to construct
'have to jump through an endless our own sUidy programs. But when
series of hoops to get our degrees, you sign up for next semester's
but as I near graduation, I am sur- classes, consider taking a class that
prised by some of the subjects I have interests you, even if it isn't a
not had to take. It is easy to get requirement for your major.

a

- I garas

staffPbotograpber
.
Catherine Lefler
Junior / Psychology

"

Gore because he
appeals more to col-'
lege students, and I
think more students
are getting involved
in this election.

"

.
Lisa ScaJly
Sophomore/Elementary Educ~tion

"
Gore, he acts
. halfway intelligent,
. unlike Bush.

"

Louis Cooke
Freshman/Unaecided .

•

.Liberal Arts versus
Credentialism .

· hi

tJlu t s u r ."

..

Mike Petetit
Sophomorel Chemistry

"

"

Bush only because
he Is a better speak.
er and appears more
down to earth than
Gore.

II's proba.,ly going to
be the guy that scares
people the least. Our
choices really suck
this year.

"

"

" Thom Evans
Senior I Clinical Psychology

"

. I think it will be in favor of
Bush because of the nature
of our economy and our
negative image with foreig"
relations. Even though I'm
more democratic, things
like this come in cycles.

"

.'
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Bernsen R-womenatlvanceto GLVC semis
makes
·history
..

BY DAVE KINWORTHY

................... ..

Due to time constraints, we
weren 'f able to 11m all the material
we had prepared for the lOOOth
issue. For the next few weeks we
will princ,some of what didn't make

it in.. .
BY NICK BOWMAN

staff writer .
"It was one of the most fantastic.
shooting ' exhibitions I've eve,
seen," said' senior forward Jim,
Buford.
In what came to be one of the
more pivotal games in the 1972
season, the Rivermen's basketball
team downed the University of
South Dakota 114-72, thanks largely in part to a 42-point shooting
gala from senior Mark Bernsen.
"Things just fell into place,"
said ~ jubilant Bernsen. ''The guys.
~ just kept feeding me the ball, and
before I knew it, BAM-BAMBAM-there you are. We've got a
win." .
.
Aside . from the record-setting
performance, which has since been
broken, Bernsen was happier that
the victory insured UM-St. Louis a
the Midwest Regional
. spot
Championship.
The Rivennen, 20-5, faced and
eventually
defeated
Lincoln
University, earning a berth to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association College Division
finals.
'~The game. was huge," said
Bernsen, now the current head '
coach for the Rivermen. "But aside
frorp. my game, the big thing was
advancing to the-finals,"
1M
The Rivermen., with a red-hot
Bernsen filling the guard spot in
Chuck Smith's attack, shot to a 5031 advantage at the. end of the first
half. Bernsen poured in 13 of those
and had set a pace for 25 at the
20:00 mark.
However, in the next 10 minutes
of play, the former McBride High
standout hit 14 of his next 18 shots,
nailing every ~ot from every boar;d
on the eom;t. ,
'''He was great, just great," said
ce.nter GIfg Daust.
Bernsen would finish with 29
points in the second half, and his
mark of 42 would set both
.. Rivennen. and house marks.
But when asked. Bernsen, he.
was quick to play dm....nthe recordsetting performance.
''We had a team of guys that
could read each other extremely
well " Bemse-n said. "And ' whe-n
one . pe.rson was on his gCillle, we
worked at feeding him the baIl."
Bernsen . left the game amid
cheers from the crowd as the
Rivern;ten led 104--67 with ,3 :55 left
to play.
Another senior, Ron Carkbmn,
racked up a double-<iouble, sc.oring
25 pOints, and snatching 14 boards
in what Smith called "his best'garne.
of the year."

'in

·~tajj~dit~;·

.. ., .......... ..

With the second best home 'crowd
of the season of over 300, the
Riverwomen's soccer team turned the
lights out on the St. Joseph's Pumas in
the second half en route to a 2-0 victory, which advancedUM-St. Louis into
the semifinals of the Great Lakes
Valley Conference Tournament. .
In the flfSt half of .the game, the
Riverwomen dominated the first 15
minutes of play with numerous scoring chances. Freshman RachaeI
Helling made continuous runs to the
comer with outstariding crosses,

BY DAVE KINWORTHY

········· .. ··· . ···· ..

~tdjf~dii~;· · · · ·

. ········ ..··.

The UM-'St. Louis womens volleyballteam played a five game
match against first place team
Southern .Indiana this past weekend
and held strong through good senior
leadership, but eventually fell 12-15,
17-15,10-15, 15-9 and 11-15tofallt9
7 -7 in the Great Lakes Valley
Conference.
Southem Indiana defeated the
Rivm'lomen earlier in the season in
straight ganles and came in boasting a
22-3 overall and 12-2 GLVC record,
but the Riverwomen held strong on
Senior Night as they took Southem
Indiana to five games, only the third
time all season that Southern Indiana
had been taken the distanoe.
Southern Indiana jumped ahead
early as in the first game; they held a
commanding 12-6 lead over the
Riverwomen, highlighted by two service aces in the first fmIT point<;. The
Rive.rwomen evened the contest up at
12-12, but a questionable line call led
to Southern Indiana claiming the first
game.
. In the second game, the seniors of
the women's volleyball team stepped
up, as this was their second last home
match of the season. Senior tvIichelle
Hochstatter and sophomore Kathryn
Freeman played well getting the
Riverwomen-side-outs, wln1e a kill by
Freeman evened the contest at 15-15.

sophomore Lindsay Jones nearly
scored on a close COmer kick, and
senior Dana Thomps'on missed an
open net as her shot sailed high over
the crossbar.
With a lapse in play after the first
15 minutes, the last 20:00 of play in
the first half was dominated by the
aggressive play of freshman Lindsay
Noftsger a player who. went down
early in the season with a leg injury.
With only four shots on goal in the
first half, the Riverwomen carne out in
the second half and showed St.
Joseph's why they were the third seed
in the GLVC tournarnent.
"We had 45 minutes arid either we

Kelby Saxwold would then serve two
straight . points as the Riverwomen
claimed the second game.
. The third game was marred by a
slow staJ;t by the Riverwomen as they
got behind 1-7 "to statt the game.
UMSL pulled as close as 10-12, but a
three point run by Southern Indiana
captured the third game.
The fourth game showed what the
Riverwomen were made of as the
team took it to. Southern Indiana and
jumped out to a 12-6 lead. Hochstatter
at one point mustered four straight
kills and Gretchen Duffner recorded
numerous kills in the Riverwoinen's
fourth game victory over Southern
Indiana 15-9.
The fifth game featured raily point
scoring and the Riverwomen hung
strong as Southero Indiana led 6-10,
but the closest the Riverwomen
pulled was 11-13 before Southern
Indiana recorded two straight points
to win the game and the match.
"Both teams played with a lot of
intensity," . head coach Denise
Silvester said. 'The seniors wanted
this match very, very badly. We
played about as hard as we could. A
few little breaks here or there, one
way or. the other, can make the difference. I have no complaints about how
bard the kids played today, especially
against one of the best tearns in the
conference. "
The key to the fight that the
Riverwomen still possess is due to the

get it done then or we don' t get it done
at all and you want to get it done·
early," head coach Beth Goetz said.
"We wanted to go out and play intense
for the first 15 minutes and see if you
can get the ball in the back of the net.
We had to have a lot more chances
and a lot more shots on goal with a lot
more .people in the box. There is no
tomorrow when you hit this time of
the year so you have to get it done."
'The Riverwomen certainly got the
ball in the back of the net as sophomore Lindsay Siemens, with only
28:40 remaining in the second half,
was fed a ball from junior Alaina
O' Donnell . Siemens quickly . turned

and blistered a shot past · the St.
Joseph's . goaltender to give the
Riverwomim a 1-0 lead.
"She has worked hard all year and
it is something that she feels that she
cannot buy a goal," Goetz said. "She
made a great move up tl1e middle and
turned around and put it in the side of
the net. So it all worked out well."
The Riverwomen continued to
strive after the first goal as Noftsger
scored a goal only 1:22 after the
. Siemens goal to stretch the lead to 2Corie Chik crossed the ball on the
Noftsger goal, but the St. Joseph's
. see RIVERWOMEN, page 7

ED TOR
William Heiliger

nil! CunL1U

Kath}'f11 Freeman and Michelle HochStatter block a ball in the
game aginst Southern Ind iana this past Friday November 3.

battle for the seeding in the cottlerence tournament.
'This is for seeding as to who we
are going to play in the first round of
the conference," Silvester said "We
are in the conference tournament, that
is not the question. The question is
who we are going to pIa. in the first
round and these matches are key to
who we get matched up with. We
want to be able to finish as high as we
possibly can. Our goal for the season
was to get past the first round of tile
conference tournament:
Previously, the Riverwomen took
two out of three matches to pull to the
middle of the pack in the GLVC
standings.
UMSL
defeated
Kentucky

Only four players returned to the winning only one GLVc., game, in
team
for the 2000 season. Of .these route to one of the worst seasons in
staff writer
fOlli, Kevin McCarthy, Adam RiverInen's.soccer history.
"This was a transition year for us,"
In his first year at the helm of Barnstead, Jeff Stegman, and Josh
Riveffilen Soccer at Unjversity of Fair, two were goalkeepers in , said first-year assistant coach Eric
. Jorulson.·'lt was difficlllt in the sense
Missouri-St. Lollis,. Head Coach McCarthy and Barnstead.
that we knew what kind of team that
Stegman,
a
sophomore
and
the
Harmibal Najjar had some big shoes to
fill. As Tom Redmond was relieved . leading goal scorer from '99 and Fair, we needed to field to be successful in
from his dutie.s tast season, he left the the lone senior on the pitch, were the GLVC and w.e knew' that we did
program on a high. note·. Despite fin- called upon to.anchor the dismantled not have that team."
Najjar, who was hired in April, was
ishing below .500 on the season, his offense.
Najjar, who was a late hire, was ouly given about four months to
Rivennen advanced to the Great
Lakes Valley Conference finals, sent scrambling to find quality recruits recruit a team and despite the obvious
setbacks, he is not worried about the
faDing to the. no. I seeded TIJPU-Ft. to UMSL and to hire an assistant.
.
All of these factors and a multitude upcoming seasons.
Wayne, after blitzing through the
"It was a learning experience. for
lower FOllilds of trhe annual tourna- of injuries took their toll on the 'team,
as they finished the season at 3-15-1 , everyone' associated and it feel~ good
ment.
BY NICK BOWMAN
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Wesleyan in three games, 15-5, 15-8
and
15-2. Duffner led the
Riverwomen with 12 kills, and
Michelle Pasieka led the terun with 20
defensive digs.
The Riverwomen then traveled to
Bellarmine to defeat them in four
games, 14-16, 15-5, 15-7, 15-1 2.
Holly Zrout claimed 22 kills, while
Duffner and Miclielle Hoch tatter
each had 18 and 10 respectively.
Before returning home to face
Southern Indiana, the Riverwomen
ventured over to Quincy University
where the Hawks defeated the
Riverwomen in four games. Duffuer
led UMSL with 20 defensive digs.
while Saxwold and Pasieka had 15
and 14 respectively.

Najjar looks to next season to mend men's soccer team
••• -

·"'~-· """""'~""-""i

to have thi~ first season under my
belt," said Najjar, who before this season had never experienced a loss as a
player or coach. "One of the encouraging things that helped me were the
many people who came to ine and
said '\-Vhen you get your team, things
will be the way you want if ,"
Neither Stegman nor Fair could
save the offense, despite the injection
of new talents such as Kyende
Bormentar, ' Kirt Spencer and Tim
BesmeI.
The team found the net only s1;:
times throughout the season and fired
off 141 shots. Also, McCarty and the
defense surrendered 39 goals, while

the backfield let 393 shots go.
"Much of our games were played
with a weak backfield," said Najjar.
"There were numerous gan1es that we
were in the [Ilnning t()I, and to score
those go ahead goals, we would move
our pressure forward, which left us
vulnerable."
The schedule that the Rivermen
played this
was very tough, featuring schools perennially ranked in
the top 25. UMSL prayed eight
nationally-ranked team~, and five of
those games were decided by a goal or
less.

DAVE KINWORTHY

· · . ···· · · ····sp~;1; ·~d;·to;:.

phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

GAMES
.Men's
Basketball
v. Team Reebok (Exhibition)
:45 pm, sat.. Nol'. J1

v. William Penn
7.45 pm, Pli., No/'. 1

Women's
Basketball
at Southeast Missouri State
(Scrimmage)
7:{)() pm. \Ved, NOI'. 8

v. Washington U.
(Scrimmage)
5:30 pm, Sat., Nol'. 11

Yt'.ar

see RIVERMEN , page 7 .

Visit t he UMSL athletics
website at
wvvw. ums!. edu / services/ athletics/ athLetics. htmL

Riverwomen primed ·to win aga:nst Lady Bears

LATEST Scoop

On November 11, the Mark
Twain Recreational Complex will
host one of the mOSt prolific teamS
in National Collegiate. Athietic
Association.
. Yeah,
the
Riverwornen are pr~tty good too as
·they went to the second round of
the' NCAA Tournament last year. r
happen to think they are very good,
but as a writer, I'nl not allowed to
have an opinion-that I can state
here.
At 5:30 p.m., the Washington
University Bea[s will roll into
town, bringing their 68~game win-

ning streak with them. With Nancy rest of this st.ory, The Currellt.is not
Fahey at the helm, the Lady Bears to be held responsible as I'm going
have Won the last three NCAA to say exactly what I want, unedited
Division IT! championship trophies. and unabridged.
I 'pe+&onally w ant to see ShelJey
They have won 10 of 13 University
Athletic Association crowns. had Ethridge and company beat the
three D-ffi Players of the Year. five stuffing out of WaShington
UAA MVP's, and SeVen AIl- University. I want to see the SCOre
Americans . They are the first: UAA run up so high that next game the
team to rack up 100 conference vic- ' sports information director Chris
tories and sport an 84-2 home Cqle is still tallying up how many
rocord . against cOnferenee oppo- field goals the kid in the third row
made. because I want everyone to
nents.
You know what? To heck with score i.n thi.s · one. I want to see
being a writer for a second. For the Megan Mauck show her older Sister

l .

how to do it and land 30 points in
the contest. I want to See Christy
Lane make all of us Jefferson
County folks proud-a fact that I
never readily divulge. Lynette
Wellen and Kathleen Gwaltney, I
want to see them all tear it up. I
want to be surrounded by multitudes of Red and Gold in the stands
as we, yes I used the pronoun we ,
watch Fahey break another NCAA
record-distance record of a thrown
chair (a Robert Knight holds this
record with 13 miles) .
Not that I don ' t respect the

Bears. I like them . 1 think that Alia
Fisher should have gone high in the
WNBA draft. 68 victories in a row
is an incredible feat. But this is iny
chance to mouth off, and I'm .g onna
take it.
"Ohh,look at me! I have three
trophies on my mantle ! I'm special!"
It makes me sick. I think that the
University of Missouri at Si. Louis
will go down in the history books as
the team that showed the Lidy
Bears the way out.
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Men of Honor
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Bounce
Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch
Stole Christmas
Rugrats in Paris
•
Original Sin
The Golden Bowt
The 6th Day
Requiem for a Dream
You Can Count on Me

•

''Inherit the Wllld" has stoo:d for
many years as a classic drama of electrifying. style. Based on the 1925
Scopes ''Monkey Trial," it was called
"the trial of the century" at it's time
and riveted nation-wide attention on
the courtroom battle of the two most
powerful legal stars of the time, threetime .presidential candidate William
. Jennings :eryan and legendary defense
attorney Clarence Darrow. These two
legal greats were locked in battle over
' the prosecution
of a Tennessee
schoolteacher,
John Scopes, for
teaching evolution in violation
of the local law.
The trial drew national attention to the
smll1l county courtroom, where media,
. suppc>rters, and the curious descended
on the small town in a carnival-like
atmosphere, in a fashion much like the
. later "trial of the century" OJ.
Simpson trial. This play set the style of
court:rQom dramas, which have been
, enduringly popular over the years, and
the fact that the issue of the teaching oli
evolution in schools has resurfaced
gives the play an edge it would have
lacked a few years ago, and even at the
time it was written:
Jerome Lawrence .and Robert E.
Lee wrote the play thirty years after the
Scopes trial, compressing some of the
ev~nts and fictionalizing the story
somewhat (in the ' play, William
Jennings Bryan becomes Matthew
Harrison Brady and Clarence Darrow
becomes Henry Drummond), but
overall it retains much of the history of
the actual trial and is regarded as one
of the best dramatizations of history.
The play itself is a must-see for both its
dramatic power and its portrayal of
history. The trial itself was not about
teaching Darwin's writings in the
classroom, as is commonly thought,
but teaching from a textbook that
referred to Darwin's theories in a high
school class. Darwin's work by this
time had kmg boon accepted among
biologists, and was commonly taught
in colleges, but this text's casual
ac.ceptanre-of Darv.'iu's work and the
teaching of the theories ?t: the high
school level is what sparked the controversy. Despite the extra Sharpness

18·19
Rashamon (TIvoli's classic
world cinema series)
400 Blows (Tivoli's classic
world cinema series)

22
Unbreakable
102 Dalmations

that the . recent reemergence 'of this
controversy gives the play, the play is
not really about evolution, It is about
competing ideals in American society:
freedom of thought versus community
beliefs, science versus religion, traditional versus progressive. :views, the
role of the public and the press in these
national debates. The issues are ·difficult and complex, and the drama pits
against each otl.1er two good and honorable men with opposing views.
Joneal Joplin and Phillip Pleasants
play the lead roles of Matthew
Harrison
Brady
and
Henry
prummond, respectively. Joplin, a tall
thin attor who is
one of the gems .
. of the Rep and
one of the area's
most popular and
respected actors,
plays the corpulent Brady in a padded body suit, but
pulls the portrayal off well. Joplin's i
Brady brings out the :personal charm
and presence the perennial candidate
needs to have, as well as his fervent
vision and commitment to his cause,
but lightens the character a bit with
some personal weaknes:s when it
comes to food. Phillip Pleasants'
Henry Drummond is by contrast a
much more irascible and biting character, but is charming and likeable in his
own way. His portrayal brings out
Drummonds' equally idealistic commitment to his.cause. These two well- .
done perfor:mances brim with power
and tension, especially in the courtroom scenes. Their work is further
. supported by the excellent work of therest of the cast, with Allison Krimer's
sweet and conflicted portrayal of
Rachel Brown, John Scopes' fellow
teacher and budding romance, and
David Haugen's characterization of
sarcastic and caustic reporter E. K .
Hornbeck as two stand-outs.
The play at the Rep is a wonderful
presentation of this powerful courtroom drama: with the Rep's usual creative and striking simple sets. No other
theater in town does as well at effectively using its perfonnance space,
with sets that are at once beautiful,
compelling, and simple enough for the
limitations of it's theater-in-the-round
performance space, while also contributing to the message of the playas
well. The perfonnance space design
allows the audience to be intimate.ly
involved with the play but the innova-

Defense laWyer Henry Drummond (Philip Pleasants) questions prosecution lawyer Matthew Harrison
Brady (Joneal Joplin) on the stand in"lnherit the Wind," now playing at The Rep.

tiveand appealing sets support the fantasy aspects of theater very well.
Besides the sIDlple but compelling
sets, the costume: and props are all
perfeet for the time and place, as well

FILM REVIEW
-

CONCERT REVIEW

'Exorcist' still sea es, Barenaked Ladies
entertain local crowd
even after 25 years
devil who is ready for one more.
Because there \ as a body doubling
special to The CUTTent
for the possession scenC'. , Blair'S perLength: 131 min.
fonnance as Regan's was only at the
Even though it was released. 25
Rated: R
beginning and the end as a nonnal girl,
years ago, 'The Exorcist" is .still one
Our opinion:
but that makes her pos ession harder
of the best horror films of all time.
to accept. What would harm such a
'The Exorcist," originally released in
sweet girl?
1973 and re-released this year for its
25th anniversary, is based on William · cism.
Standout performances are from
Pete:r; Blatty's equally excellent novel
Some of the more popular scenes, Miller as the tormented Karras, who
with the same title. The novel, in tum, such as the devil vomiting in Regan's slowly regains his faith through the
is loosely based on a Bel-Nor case body and stabbing her.crotch with a ordeal, and Mercedes McCambridge
involving a demonic possession. crucifix, are well-done and somewhat (who originally wenl uncredited) as
Regan McNeil (Linda Blair) is a no[- frightening. But the eerier scenes are the voice of . the devil. The scenes
mal little girl who suddenly begins the more subtle ones; for example, where the two are verbally battling
exhibiting shocking behavior speak- when Regan is · first possessed and each other for Regan's soul are some
ing to invisible spirits and cursing at alternates from a devil to just a spooky of the belit.
Admittedly, the special effects and
people for no apparent reason. The child. Also, the scenes where a demon·
doctors believe it's a psychological or ic face appears for a split second and the make.up are a bit dated by today's
standards, and the scenes fail to shock,
neurological disorder.
foreshadows the possession to come.
It doesn't take long before Regan's
The perfonnances are wonderful. because we've seen them reenacted
morn, Chris (Ellen Burstyn), realizes Burstyn gives a slightly hysterical and referred to countless times before.
. TIle movie does more than scare. It
that her daughter is possessed. by the over-the-top performance as Regan 's
devil and calls for an exorcism, bring- terrified mother, but her concern for raises countless issues of gOod vs. evil,
ing in two priests-Damien Karras . her daughter is as apparent as her fear and science vs. religion.
Unlike a lot of other horror films,
(J ason Millei), a young priest suffering . of the devil inside her.
from a lack of faith and Joseph Merrin
Von Sydow plays Father Merrin as this one stands out, because it makes
(Max Von Sydow), an expert on exora veteran of countless battles with the. the audience think.
BY SARA PORTER

*****

2·3
M (Tivoli's classic world cinema series)
Viridiana (Tivoli's classic
world cinema series)

8
Vertical Limit

. 9-10
Viridiana (Tivoli'S classic
world cinema series)
Jean de Florette (Tivoli's
classic world cinema
series)

I"he Loop is place to
,
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as having powerful eye-appeal. The
This wonderful play is an excellent
Rep's a1·ways-careful attention to evening GUt, offering history, riveting
details i~ one of the things that makes drama, and stellar perfonn
..i!!!fes, with
their productions so enjoyable for the added level of the thought provokaudiences.
. ing handling of a resurgent topic.

~

25·26
400 Blows (Tivoli's classic
world cinema series)
M (Tivoli's classic world cinema series)
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his past week marks the
beginning of the St. LDuis
Film Festival and the openi.I~g
of the Pageant Theatre, two significant events for area music and film
fans. The Film Festival runs all this
week and through the next weekend at
the Delrriar Loop's Tivoli Theater, the
nearby Hi-Pointe Theater and Forest
Park's St Louis Art Musewn. The .
Pageant, located a few block~ east of
the Tivoli on Delmar, featUres a mix
of local and national acts with a mix
of styles. Its recent opening coinciding with the start of the Film Festival
makes this area a very hot place for
arts and entertain.ment this week
The Pageant offers a mid-size
venue for music, a niche that has not
been well served in the st. Louis ate

b~

t _Js week

eXc.ept for Mississippi Nights in the
Landing. With the closing of that
venue, the Pageant is especially needed., but its well-thought out design
should make it even better. Like the
''House of Blues" chain of music
venues and bars found in Chicago imd
other cities, the Pageant offers a good
line of sight from nearly every seat,
due to the USe of balcony seating. The
club like set-up allows for dancing
. and rails fOr drink.~ while allowing
everyone a good view of the band.
The combination of features in a larger venile· that aCcomIhodates biggel\
name bands and their fans should
prove very popular indeed.
'The Film Festival, which we coveted in 'The Current's lOOOth is-sue. is
the film-going highlight of the year,

with ten days of gre.at and unusual
new films from around the world. The
festival is much more compact this
year,·which makes hitting more than
one film in a day that much easier.
The festival also features parti.es,
street festivitie on Delmar over the
two weekends, several special sidebar
events, and finally culminates in the
New Fillnmakers competition over
the last weekend. Over 80 films are
shown over tlle festival, most more
than once, but for many this will be
their only stop in St. Louis, although
they will go on to play in larger cites.
This looks like the week to spend
some time in the Loop, whether you
are a fan of film or music. Irs certainly where I'm going to be this week.

at Savvis Center
stadium, followed by a brief and
brilliant
flash of light. The
staff II riter
Barenaked Ladies had entered the
. v,'hat is composed of five guys, building. Steve and Ed, the stars of
Sesame Street, giant inflatable BNL, prance.d around like they
heads, classical music, and a parody owned the place, doing a parody of
of Britney Spears? If you didn't Black Sabbath. The show was comanswer "a Barenaked Ladies con- posed of equal parts cultural spoof,
cert," then you weren't there when BNL music, and comedy. The mixthese guys blew the roof off of the 'ture was absolutely delightful.
Somehow, the guys in the soundSavvis Center.
The conceli began with a band booth actually il1anaged to make all
calle.d Guster, an amazing trio who the songs an appropriate volume,
have earned !.he right to play any and the audience could make out all
venue as a stand alone act. Guster, the hip BNL lyrics they. knew and
whose most popular song is Fa Fa loved.
Ed wore a pair of red underwear
(Never Be the Same Again), played
the crowd to its feet, an impressive outside of his panls, which he later
showing for an opening band. I threw into the crowd-the underheard several people around me say wear that is-and told us that it
that they couldn't imagine what made him feel like a superhero. For
such .taIented guys were doing reasons known only to BNL, a chef
opening for another band, and in a stood on the stage for part of the
few short years Guster will probably show, contributing nothing to the
have a tour of its own. While the set music, but looking cool while dancfor Guster wasn't really impressive, ing.
There really isn' t anything else
it was still pretty good for an openone can say about the concert itself,
ing band in a hockey staditun.
More than half the crowd got up except that it had a cello solo, Star
to meet Guster after their set for a ' Wars music, thrown monkeys,
signing, and I've never seen the 'Who Let the Dogs Out,' and gratuhalls of the Savvis Center more itous references to the Arch and Ted
packe.d. I was so inspired that I Drewes. BNLknows their audience,
jumped out of my seat to buy their and plays to it.
album. It was the fourth CD I've
. This leads us the main point of
ever purchased, which gives you their show. BNL is the Beanie Baby
some idea of how few I buy, and of rock and roll. They have totally
how good these' guys are.
sold out. So much so, that according
Only half an hour after the to Ed they work for 'The Man,' and
Guster set, the backdrop to the stage get their paychecks directly from
shimmered and fell, revealing a trip- The Gap. Whether this is true or not
py, colorful two-story tall head and (we have only their Canadian sensfloating lighted balloons. The video es of humor to blame), BNL did a
screens played a cartoon that would fantastic job of impressing the peohave made hepcats proud. The ple who' d spent money to see them
Having seen acts like The Who
rhyme scheme (revolving around
th e word maroon) was a mix and the legendary perfonner Billy
between Dr. Seuss and Rocky and . Joel, I can say without hesitatiOn
that the Barenaked Ladies put on the
Bullwlnkle.
Pitch darkness ·overwhelmed the best concert in America today.
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT
..... ..... ... ..." ..................................,
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'Emerging Filmmak er' c ompetition
to highlight conclusion of SLIF
BY CATHERINE
MARQUIS. HOMEYER
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SLIFF, the SI. Louis International
Film Festival, will conclude Nov. II
and 12 with a special group of exciting
new films - the finalists for the New
Filmmaker prize. The five films in this
competition are vying for the
tI Emerging Filmmaker Award, and the
. weekend celebration features the showing of
these five films,
along with seminars . on filmmaking, question
and
answer sessions with the
filmmakers,
and finally the
selection of
the award winner. It is this
competition that
more than anything
has gained great and
11\ growing attention and recognition for our local film festival.
The competition offers a variety of
films from tirst or second time film. makers chosen as finalists by the
SLlFF organization from entries in
numerous other festivals , independent
filmmaker organizations, and other
sources. The films will be judged by a
panel of film experts that includes critics and members of the film community.
The events begin on Friday, Nov.
10, with a series of 4 seminars at the
Tivoli Theater starting at 12:30 p.rn.,

directed towards those interested in
independent filmmaking. The ftrst
seminar is "The Ins and Outs of
Internet Rights: Everything you need
to know to Make a Deal with a Dot
Com" by lawyer Mark Vega (12:30I :30 p.m.), followed by "Docs are
Indie Films Too! - What it Takes to Get
Documentary Films On Theatrical
Screens" by Udy Epstein, of Seventh
Art Releasing (2-3 p.m.) and "To Be or
Not To Be in L.A." by
screenwriters
Brian
Hohlfield,
Mari
Kornhauser, and
Todd Robinson
(3:30-4:30
p.m.}.
The
seminars end
with a panel
discussion
"Can'
a
Regional Film
Compete
In
Today's
Reel
World?" by representatives from several film releasing companies.
Saturday, Nov. 11 opens with a 10
a.m. "Coffee with the Filmmakers", a.
chance to meet the filmmakers and
hear a panel discussion of their work,
atBlueberry Hill on Delmar. The ftrst
screening, at 3 p.m. at the Tivoli, is
"Dead Dogs" directed by Clay Eide.
The film is "a quirky, dark, and comic
neo·noir film about loyalty", and a
midwestern hotel security guard who
encounters a couple from his past who
draw him into a crime. Next up at 6
p.m. is "The Divine Ryans", director
Stephen
Reynold's
unusual

comedy/drama about love, hockey,
sex, religion, and a nine·year-old boy
out to solve a mystery. The evening's
final show is "Housebound" , at 9: 15
PM, from director Mari Kornhauser.
This thriller/drama tells the story of an
agoraphobic woman who takes in a
boarder - a man who does strange and
exotic cooking behind the locked door
of their shared kitchen .
Sunday, Nov. 12 begins with
'Coffee with the Filmmakers" at
Blueberry Hill at 11:00 a.m., followed
by the first day's screening at the
Tivoli at 1:00 p.m. The first film for
this day is "Mary am", a drama directed by Ramin SerrY, about a Americanborn Iranian girl coming of age in the
U.S. in the late 70s in the shadow of

the Iranian Hostage Crisis. The last
film in the competition is "Roller
Coaster" by director Scott Smith,
shown at 4 p.m. This drama tells of
five troubled teens who, fueled by
booze, drugs, and unspoken tensions
between them, wander aimlessly
through a bankrupt amusement park in
search of. a notorious teen-friendly
security guard, and ultimately pursue a
dark fantasy in the abandoned park.
The winner of the Emerging
Filmmaker Award will be announced,
along with the other award winners, at
the St. Louis International Filn't
Festival's Closing Night Awards Party.
The party is Nov. 7, 9:30 p.m. at the
Clayton Sheraton Inn and is free and
open to the public.
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Call (636) 532-8755
for interview info or
Apply on-line at
www .dierberqs.com

Have some time after classes are over and want to earn some extra
Manpower at MasterCard International has needs for

Customer Service Agents to work in the Global Customer Service
Qualified .c andidates will have:

Previous customer service or call center experience preferred but
not required
Windows 95/ PC skills
Data entry/ keyboarding skills
Desire to work for a first class International company
Availability to work evening and weekend shifts

DO YOU SPEAK A SECOND LANGUAGE??
WE CAN USE YOUR SKILLS TOO IN THE CALL CENTER
JUST CONTACT US!
Interested candidates should call Daphne at 523 - 7512 or Melonie
~,

o
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AGENTS NEEDED -WEEKEND AND EVENING HOURS

*
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MASTERCARD INTERNATIO NAL
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

*

$300 • $1000

If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45, on no
medication, with no current health problems, of a normal
height/weight ratio, and are available for 24-48 hour stays at
our facility, you can eam hundreds of dollars and help
generic drugs obtain FDA approval. Gateway Medical Research,
Inc. has been conducting research for pharmaceutical
companies for years and thousands of people have
participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn $$$.
Call our recruiters at (636) 946-2110 anytime.

M

E.O .E.

*

Earn

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Dierbergs, the premier grocery store in St. Louis, has
immediate, part-time, employment opportunities at
all 18 locations.

Center located in Westport.

man, a hard worker, and is more
than looking forward to accepting
the challenge," said Najjar. "We are
bringing in two very solid recruits,
and they will push him for the job."

in your spare time!

with empty pockets?

money??

For next year, Najjar will look to
junior Barnsread to take over in the
net, but will not hand him that position freely.
"(Barnstead) is a gem of a gentle-

Pregnant?

Has tuition left you
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'PRICE BOWLING *

• Career Opp-ortuniNes

could be to the benefit of the
Riverwomen's squad this time.
"I think it is good," Goetz said.
"We are going to have a lot of motivation and want to come back and
prove that we can compete with
them. They are riding high with a
solid win over SIU-E with a 2-0
score. SIU-E is a great team, so
Parks ide must be playing at the top
of their game as welL We just must
get prepared and give it to them on
Saturday."

HEALTHY NON-SMOKING MALES AGE 18-45

STUDENTS HALF-

• FREE health insuranc-e
• Flextbfe, pa1IT...time schedules
to include weekends
• Fun atmosphere
• Works weI'! with schonl scnedutes

goaltender bobbled the ball as
Noftsger was there to put the ball
past two St. Joseph's defenders and
clinch
the
game
for
the
Riverwomen.
lnvrSL advances now into the
semifinals of the GLVC Tournament
to play against Wisconsin-Parkside,
a team who defeated the no. 2 seed
SIU-Edwardsville.
The Riverwomen previously lost
their last conference game of the
season Sept. 29 against Wisconsin·
Parkside 4-2, but Goetz believes this

Attention!

STCHARLES LANES

II

................................ , .................................................................................................................

542 - 3848 as soon as possible to schedule an interview.
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____________________________________________________
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UMSL

Mandatory Budget
RequestVVorkshops
Work hops for recognized student organizations are scheduled for
November 13th thru 17th. All recognized student organizations must have a
representative to attend one of these workshops. A student attending a workshop
may represent only one organization. Attendance will be taken and an organization will not be able to request funding if they are not represented.
Your organization must sign up in room 373 Millennium Student Center
by November 10th in order to attend a workshop. Each workshop is limited to
2S attendees.

Where?

i;FJ

When

12:30 pm - 2:30 pm

Student Government Chamber

2:30 pm - 4:30 pm

Student Government Chamber

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Student Government Chamber

10:00 am - 12 noon

Student Government Chamber

9:00 am - 11 :00 am

Student Government Chamber
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Mammoth storm sin k s
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However, the November gale
would escalate throughout the night,
causing conditions on Lake Superior to
worsen with astonishing speed. By
noontime on Nov. 10, wind speeds
were clocked at 80 mph, with waves
cresting at 22 feet. Barely 2 hours later,
wind gusts of 96 miles per hour, and
3D-foot-waves were hitting the
Edmund Fitzgerald from every direction possible.
Even Captain McSorley, with all
his 40 years of experience, had never
witnessed anything like this,
Despite the mammoth stOlTIl, the
FiP.gerald just kept sailing on. By 3
pID., it was just a few hours from the
Soo Locks and the safety of Whitefish
Bay, Everything seemed like it would
be just fine. Then, fate took a dramatic
turn. The heavy winds disabled the
Fitzgerald's rndar,
This caused the ship to drift into an
area of Superior known as Si.'{ Fathom
Shoal.
Itconurinedjaggedrockfonnations
similar to a coral reef, which could tear
out the bottom of the best of ships. Thi~
is exactly what happenned to the
Fitzgerald. With portions of its hull
comprornised., the ship began to fill
with water rapidly.
By 5 p.m., the Fitzgerald had taken
on an unmistakable list and was forced
to reduce speed. The great ship and its
crew were now at the mercy of Lake
Superior
The lake would not show any
mercy. At about 7:15 p,m., the Edmund
Fitzgerald was hit by a series of enormous waves in rapid succession, causing the ship to break in half and capsize. All hands were lost.
The end was so sudden and catastrophic that not a single distress signal
was even sent.
In 1996, the Fitz's bell was recovered by a team of divers and placed in
the Maritme Museum of Superior
Wisconsin in honor of all the crewmen
who perished in this borrible tragedy.

iron are in the fall of 1969. The
he legend lives on from
Edmund Fitzgerald was quickly
the Chippewa down of
becoming a legend on the Great Lakes.
the big lake they called
In addition to tonnage records, the
Gitche Gurnee, The lake, it is said,
Fi/;,gerald also set many speed
never gives up her dead when the skies
records,
of November tum gloomy, With a load
Twice in 1966, and once again in
of iron ore, 26,000 tons more than the
Edmulld Fitzgerald weighed empty,
1967, the Fitzgerald made the trip
from Superior, WISC. to
That good ship and
true was a bone to
Cleveland, Ohio, in less
be chewed when
than 3 days. It was a voyage that routinely took
of
the
gales
other vessels in 4 days. In
November came
early."
1969, the Fitz.gerald
These elequent
actually broke its own
previous record from
lyrics came from a
Superior to Cleveland by
1976 smash hit
nearly 4 hours,
called "The Wreck
Sucb exploits earned
of the Edmllnd
the ship the famed blue
Fitzgerald"
by
TIM THOMPSON
ribbon-something
it
Canadian
,, 'hi;t~ry'coi~'; 'tii;;i~t '
would proudly carry on
singer/s ongwriter
its forward mast right up
Gordon Lightfoot
through its last voyage.
Lightfoot was singing about the
On Nov. 9, 1975, the Edmund
loss of the iron ore freighter Edmund
Fitzgerald dropped
anchor at
Fitzgerald and its crew of 29 men on
Burlington Northern Dockyard No. 1.
Nov: lO, 1975, It was one of the greatFor 6 hours, the ship was loaded with
est tragedies in United States maritime
26,116 tons of iron ore pellets. This
history,
was enough ore to produce the steel for
The Edmllnd Fit<.gerald was
7,500 automobiles.
launched on the afternoon of June 8,
At 2:15 p.m., the ship left Superior,
1958, at the Great Lakes Engineering
Wisc., bound for Cleveland with 29
works, near River Rouge, Mich,
crewman award. It was under the
It was 729 feet long, 75 feet wide,
command of Capt. Ernest McSorley, a
and weighed 13,632 tons. TI1e "Big
veteran of more than 40 years of expeFitz," as the mariner.; referred to her,
rience on the Great Lakes.
was the largest freighter in service on
Evelything was proceeding perfectthe Great Lakes and would remain so
ly well, until at 7 p.m., when a gale
until the summer of 1971.
warning was issued by the Nation
For 17 years, the Edmund
Weather Service out of Chicago, ill,
Fitzgerald served the are fleet with
This report predicted 60 mph winds
honor and distinction. It also set
and 12-foot waves for all of Lake
numerous shipping records. For
Superior, the deepest, rougbest, and
in,tance , in 1964 the F itzgerald
most treacherous of the Great Lakes,
became the first vessel to carry mor~
especiall y dming the gales of
than 1 million gross tons of iron ore
November.
through the Sao Locks of Lake
TIl ere wa~ no panic aboard the
Superior.
Fil!.gerald, though, The ship and most
In 1968, the Fitzgerald topped this
of its crew were seasoned veterans and
record by hauling 1.2 million tons of
had experienced many storms before,
ore through the locks. The ship also set
always making it through,
a single trip record of 27,402 tons of

Mutsumi IgarashiJ

DEBATE. from page 1
Caucasians while there were 704 per
100,(0) African-Americans. His statistics, he explained grudgingly, can1e
mostly from the DBA, the organization Bensinger once headed.
St. Pierre said that minor posse,ssion of marijuana shouldn't even be a
<-TIme toctay, To support this, be listed
several states that had decriminalized
the possession of less than one ounce
of marijuana, making its possession an

CENTER. from page 1
"

dents and faculty.
·'Quaner.;," the new arcade, is finished and open for busine . Located
n the fut floor, it is home to numerous video games and two pool tables.
The computer lab and the television

The Curm11

Students line up for a taste of Indian ' cuisine at the Diwali Night held at the DoubletTee Hotel
Oct. 28. The dinner was sponsored by the Indian Student Association in honor of the Diwali.
which is the Indian festival of lights. About 100 people attended the event, which featured
Indian classical dances and food prepared by Rasoi, an Indian restaurant.

.......................... .................................................. .................................... , ..................., ............ , ..................... , ..................................................... .
: 28. Cer monies are planned for
1
Chancellor Blanche Touhill to present
, the symbolic key to the building to the
, student officers. as well as a ribbon
cutting. All alumni have been invited
to the event, as well as all current stu-

Can I have some more?

lounges are scheduled to open this
week. The retail outlets on the second
floor are scheduled to be in operntion
before the grand opening later this
month.

offense only fined $100 or $200. In
MisSOUli, he said, again using DEA

statistics, marijuana is the foLITth
largest cash crop, following soy, corn,
and bay.
He closed by saying that if'
Anheuser-Busch could be a good corporate citizen, there was no reason
why the slogan "This Bud's for you,"
shouldn't apply to marijuana use too,
Questions from the audience kept

the J. C. Penney auditorium jumping
for more than half an hour after the
two had finished their presentations.
and while St. Pierre was certainly
more popular ,vith the crowd, there
was a respect among the students for
Bensinger's stand as well, It was a
debate that will not likely be settled in
the near future, but will continue to
generate interest among college students for years to come,
{~

AUD TION-S
for the

UM-St. L ouis Opera Workshop
spring 2001 production of

John Philip Sousa's
.

GOVERNOR OF MISSOURI

comIC operetta

On November 7

EI Capitan

He will work for lower college
tuition costs, complete health
care, quality schools, plus
adequate housing and much
more.

to be performed March 22 - 24, 2001
Auditions will be on Tuesday and Wednesday,
November 14 and 15 in Room 205 Music Building.
For more information contact Kathryn Haggans, director,
at 516.5343.

Dierdorf & Hart's

PART TIME JOBS WITH

Steak House
Downtown
7th & Market

West Port Plaza
1-270 & Page

Both locations have part-time pOSitions available now that can be structured around a student's class schedule. These pOSitions generally
involve 5-hour shifts that can produce good pay relative to our industry. We will train. Secured on-site parking is available to our emeloyees. A MetroLink stop is one block from our Downtown location. ThiS
is an opportunity to make some saving/spending money while introducing
yourself to an upscale environment with a matching clientele. We are
presently hiring for the following job positions;

A.M./P.M. HOST/HOSTESS
A.M. SERVER
P.M. CAPTAIN
A.M./P.M. BARTENDER
P.M. DISHWASHER
Interested parties should apply in person M-F 2-4 p.rn. You may also
find us at getajob.com No telephone calls please.

SPRINT peS!

I'

* Marketing and sales of cellular
•
I

•

phones.
* Work Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday.
* Free pes phone!
* $9.oo/hour minimum.
Call Susie ASAP to schedule an interview!
(314) 878 7200
",
I

•
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED.
, RATES

Page 9

HEY NoLAN

I

WMr's 1/-l/S?

(314)
516-5316

Othr?lU'~e, classified adur?l1ising is $10 for 40 words or less in straighl lextJonnat. Bold and CAPS lettr?l'S are free. All
classifieds must be prepaid by check,

1110nej' ordr?l'or credit card.

Deadline is Thursday at 3 p.rn. prioi' to publication.

http://www.thecurrentonline.com/ads

Advertising salesperson

•

SPRING BREAK 2001

Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH,
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student tour
Operator, Jamaica, Mexico, .
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com
Readers/Writers/Test
Assistants

.

for students with disabilities
These paid positions are available for the Fall Semester
2000, on·a limited basis, for
qualified students to assist
students with disabilities during scheduled exams:
Duties include: research
materials, textbooks, making
tapes, writing for an exam,
reading and writing for an
exam, reading for an exam .
Interested? Please contact
Marilyn Ditto at 516-5228 or
come to 301 Woods Hall.
Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design

International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required.
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
information.
Spring Break!

Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air,
-. . Free Food, Drinks and Partiesl
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
'Mazatlan & Florida. TRAVEL
FREE and EARN CASH!. Do it on
the web! Go to
StudentCity.com or call 800293-1443 for info
, Wanted! Spring
Breakers!

Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Jamaica & Mazatlan. Call
Sunbreak Student Vacations
for a free brochure and ask
how you can organize a small ,
group & EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL
FREE & EARN CASH l
Call 1-800,777-4642 or e-mail
sales@sunbreaks.com

•

Local Branch of
International Firm

•

ads@thecurrentonlineocom

needs part-time positions
filled. $12.50 Base-appt.
Customer Svc Retail Sales.
Flex-time scheduling, 10-35
Hours per week available.
100 Corporate -Scholarships.
All majors may apply.
Call 822-0009.
www.workforstudents.com

Do you have an interest in
business and/or graphic
design? If so, you can gain
, valuable work-experience on
campus and get paid for it. If
you're interested or know
someone who is, please call
Tom at 516-5316.
Internet Marketing
Assistant

Our company is hiring three
internet marketers to promote our family of websites.
Candidates must have an
excellent understanding of
the internet and feel comfortable in business situations.
This is a work-at-home position. If interested, please
contact David Garthe at
david@connectme.com

I'

Strategy. com offers individuals with integrity and ambition a Global Solution to
address greater wealth
and privacy:
Highly rewarding Referral
Compensation Program
Offshore Banking,
. Offshore Trust Fund
www.iiStrategy.com
If you like to write we
may have the job for you

The Current is presently looking for students interested in
th6? following positions; news
editor, news writers, distributors, production assistant,
and web assistant. Call
516-6810 for more information

Blk/Wht Femle
Roommate Wanted
CWE Condo, 2 Levels

3 Bdr. 3 Bth.
ASAP Nov/OO
335 + Util.
567-I052

2

0

0

I
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The Pulliam Journalism fellowship
Jump-start your nllwspaper journalism caTCt!r with a soJid prOb'T'dm that boa.~ts
four Pitl,itzer Priz~ winners among its alulllni - the Pulliam Journalism

TWo bedroom

oak floors and millwork.
Screened in porch, carport
and garage. All appliances.
Backs to park. Walkout basement. Immaculate condition.
All in "friendly Ferguson."
Call 314-496-6960.

S.O.F.E. and The Math
Club Present

Motivational Speaker, Terry
Freeman, Thursday, November
9th at 2:00 p.m. Join us in
243 Benton Hall for refreshments and some inspiration.
.

.

Typing Done
Excellent Work
'89 Cavalier

Black with gray interior.
AM/FM Cassette, air cond,
cruise, fold-down back seat,
front-wheel drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytic converter, muffler, fuel filter, EGR valve.
Maintenance records. Perfect
for college or high school student. Leave message at
(217) 496-2482
Good Quality Cat
Furniture

Custom made to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your cat will lov~
you. Call (314) 841-0785.

'92 GEO STORM GSI
4~Cyl. 1.6 Uter, 5 Spd,

100,500 Miles, AIC, AM/FM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb, alloy wheels, rear
spoiler, white exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. Clean interior.
New tires. Ask for $2500/best
offer (314) 426-5963. Hurry
up, don 'tJ1liss this great deal. ,

. $3-$7 per page depending on
length, style, etc.
Leave message
314-841-0785
or 841-8712

Fellowship. The Fellowship offer~ myriad cureer Opportl,lJ1ities; in facl, a Pulliam
Fellow from our first class or 197-1, Barbard Henry, now SCrves as president and
publisher of l'h<, Inc/jun(/polis Slar. Moreo¥cr, a new graduate of our year 2000
class has jlL~r be II hire.d a.~ a full-rilTl0 sinO' reporter at Tire Illdianapolis SraJ'.
Now enrering its 21l1h year, the 2001 Pulliam Journalism Fellowship helps build a
bridge from the c1 as room ro rlre neW room. Fellow$ are assigned ro The
ifldimlllpo/is SIC/I" or The Ari~oll{/ Republic. in Phoenix for 10 weeks each summer

as staff reporters. We award 20 fellow hips annually. The stipend is 55.775.
Tradirion<llly. our fe llow 'hips have been open only to graduating college seruOCi .
In 2(l(.ll , we will b<! ellpunding el.igibility to include college sophomon:s Hnd juniors as we ll as $ .!liots pursuing 3 can:er in newspaper journalism. We wili be
a ccpting :tpplic a tion~ I'm ollr Summer 200t pro!!;ram in September 2000.

differ.ent

every
frickin'

Visit our Wl~ b ,it,} at hrrp:llw ww .sta.rncw~ .com!pjf or e-mail Fellowship diTe<:tor
Ru. sell B. Pulliam at roSsd.LputJj!lrn @starnel . .com [or an uppi1cation packet.

You al'o may request ~

pack~1

by writing:

Russell B. Pulliam. Direclor, Thc·Pullimn Fellowship, P.O. BoX]45,
Tndianapolis. IN 46206-0145

Raise $1600-$7000 + Get
Free Caps, T-Shirts &
Phone Cards!

This one-week fund raiser
requires no investment and a
small amount of time from
you or your club. Qualified
callers receive a free gift .
just for calling. Call today at
1-800-808-7442 x. 80.

Pre Law Honor
Fraternity

Phi Alpha Delta will hold an
informational meeting on 8
November at 11 :00 a.m. in
room 33~ SSB. All studelilts
interested in Law School are
invited to 9ttend. Voting for
chair positions will be held at
a later meeting on 14
November at 3:30 p.m:

1988 Grand Am 2 dr

cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and looks great, blue with
blue int., state safety inspection, $1200 obo, 427-7548 •

Can't find that girl/guy
you ran into at ,The
Underground?

for Windows. Greatest design
software ever made. Brand
new. Opened once to check
for contents. $90 OBO.
Call Tom @ 739-0711

Take out a personal. It's a
free resource to students,
faculty and staff. As in, not
costing anything. As in, not
kicking yourself in the head
for the rest of the semester
for ,notbeing able to remember that girl's number. Calt
516-5316 to find your destiny.

1992 Ford F·150 XLT

Hey 'Peter,

V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans., 2 wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank, AIC, Cruise Control,
. AM/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Beards. $9,500., Call
Shauna (314) 324-7137

Had a really good time the
other night. But you left your
thing over here. Come get it.
It's freaking me out.
Beth

Adobe Photoshop 4.0
Employme nt & Financial
Opportunities

Wanted: Roommate

to share three bedroom house
located only five miles from
campus $300 monthly plus .
half utilities, serious people
only please, write to
valgame79@hotmail.com

'.

This Car.Has It All, And Much, Much More!
Happy Birthday Dana '

Best -4-Year, 50,OOO-Mile Bumper-to-BumperWarranty

Autos for Sale

Buy police impounds
Cars from $500. All makes
& models available.
For listings call '800-719-3001
ext. (213.

i':'1,ni{1\ SWatrit16at,661
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January2-1B,2001

3/4/B/Sor? night.
1.80Q.SUNC:aASE.

cS~i£, ACURA

(}5) (314) 822-2872
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®Trademark of U.S. Tobacco Co. or on~ of Its affiliates for smokeless tobacco. @2000 U.S. Tobacco Co.
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